
FSR
RIDE-ON POWER SWEEPER

From the moment you 
sit on the FSR, you will 
experience the pleasure of 
maximum visibility, light 
steering and full finger-tip 
control.

Suitable for small and cluttered areas, the FSR is compact, 
manouvrable and can easily go around obstacles. 

Ideal for cleaning carpeted surfaces found in airports, hotels or 
convention centers, with the aid of a specialist brush. Flooring 
surfaces are left thoroughly cleaned while dust and dirt are removed 
and retained by the horizontally installed panel filter.

 MANEUVERABILITY & RELIABILITY 
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FEATURES 

 º Over throw sweeping system provides efficient sweeping system that is ideal on  
a range of surfaces including hard floors and carpets

 º Ergonomically designed to maximise operator comfort with corrosive resistant  
body, built to withstand the harshest operating environments

 º 3.2m2  washable textile filter is horizontally installed for maximum efficiency  
and dust control

 º START&STOP technology that senses when the machine is idle and halts brushes and vacuum operation, 
saving up to 45% of energy

 º Electric filter cleaner with simple switch activation eliminating the need to remove it from the machine

 º The large 65L light weight waste hopper allows for use over longer periods of time between emptying and is 
resistant to cracking and warping 

 º Drive motor on front wheel provides excellent maneuverability and gives the operator a clear line of sight to 
the area to be cleaned

 º TCXR-SPE-V01
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SPECIFICATIONS FSR B

Cleaning Width 1000mm sweep path with main broom and two side brooms

Theoretical Cleaning Capacity 6,500m2 per hour (max. speed)

Power Supply 2 x 12V, 150Ah batteries

Waste Hopper Bin Capacity 65L

Filter Type 3.2m2 panel filter

Variable speed 0-6.4Km/hr

Machine Dimensions 1453 (L) x 897 (W) x 1230 (H)mm

Weight 425kg
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